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Handbook on the Digital Creative Economy
Edited by Ruth Towse, Professor of Economics of Creative Industries,
CIPPM, Bournemouth University, UK and CREATe Fellow in Cultural
Economics (University of Glasgow) and Christian Handke, Assistant
Professor of Cultural Economics, ESHCC, Erasmus University
Rotterdam; Senior Researcher, IViR, University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands
Digital technologies have transformed the way many creative works are
generated, disseminated and used. They have made cultural products
more accessible, challenged established business models and the
copyright system, and blurred the boundary between producers and
consumers. This unique resource presents an up-to-date overview of
academic research on the impact of digitization in the creative sector of
the economy.
‘The digital creative economy is the new frontier in the economics of culture and this volume is the
very best place to start in on that topic.’
– Tyler Cowen, George Mason University, US
‘Two concepts that have become increasingly prominent in debate about contemporary economic
policy are the digital economy and the creative economy. This pioneering Handbook brings these
two concepts together, with contributions from a wide range of scholars in economics, law, cultural
studies, media and communications. A particular focus of the volume is on copyright issues in the
digital environment, especially in the audio-visual, publishing and media industries. This book
provides an authoritative overview that will be essential reading for students, researchers and
policy-makers working in this rapidly evolving field.’
– David Throsby, Macquarie University, Australia
‘Handbook on the Digital Creative Economy contains a rich set of insights that have emerged from
a diverse and, in some cases, rapidly growing set of literatures and, as such, is a valuable
research record of the scholarly ‘‘state of play’’.’
– Journal of Cultural Economics
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